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BUSINESS LAW AND THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT, 6E uses vivid examples and memorable

scenarios to walk readers through the full breadth of business law. Focusing on real-world

application and using a conversational writing style, this handy textbook gets readers ready for

business challenges from the first page. Plus, by giving readers hands-on experience with legal

concepts, BUSINESS LAW AND THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT, 6E deepens readers'

understanding of the law and promotes thinking through issues from a lawyer's perspective.
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I needed this book for a masters class. I decided on the paperback to save money. It was not clear

that when you purchase the paperback you are only getting "selected chapters". I received the book

and had to turn around and purchase another one because it did not include half the chapters I

needed to read for class. The only way to know would be to click on the picture and zoom in to read

the small print under the title.

I've learned so much from this book about topics that are around us everyday such as rel estate,

internet law, and a lot more.Pros:Great color illustrations and examplesActual law cases presented

relating to the topics coveredWide range of subjectsCons:Rather lengthy

I had to buy this book for a class... I am not in the market to buy law books and read through them

for fun. It was very expensive but it was required for the class. As law books go this one isn't bad.



The authors actually try to put it in a language that students can understand and they even add in a

little quip every once in a while. I am accounting major and this is the only law book I have had to

buy but I imagine not very many of them are as easy to understand as this one. (I know none of my

accounting books were) I don't know how many people will actually be looking to buy this for

recreational reading but if you do I think it will probably be entertaining for you. If you are required to

buy it like I was then don't be TO disappointed. I suppose it could be worse...

Just what I wanted. It was a really good price when I rent it, and the condition of the book its just

perfect. It really looks like a new book except for just a few pages. I would highly recommend people

to rent it from here!

Amazing book. The explanations of different law concepts are plain with tons of examples to make

understanding even simpler. I bought this book for a law class but I've read it more than the syllabus

required.

I am not going to give this review much energy b/c it doesn't deserve it...i know the book is used but

good god this is terrible. If I had time to purchase a new book for class I would be sending this one

back asap. There is duck tape holding the book together and even then it isn't doing a very good

job! DO NOT try to save money on buying the used....it isn't worth it!

The book covers the material sufficiently and does manage to keep your interest despite the

material being rather dry. Let's face it...it is Business Law.

Great book. This book was use by Towson university. They use only the custom edition, they lie. I

used this book exact same thing.This book have volume 1 and 2.
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